Hanukkah. The Maccabees established a Jewish state ruled by the Hasmonean
dynasty (“Hasmonean” being the official family name for the leaders of the
Maccabees). Jewish sects, including those that would eventually be known as
“Pharisees” and “Sadducees,” emerged at this time.

Hanukkah: an eightday Jewish festival
commemorating
the rededication of
the Jewish temple in
164 BCE.

The Roman Period (63 BCE–70 CE)
Civil war among the Hasmoneans left the Jewish state ripe for conquest by
the growing Roman Empire. The Roman general Pompey annexed the territory without much of a struggle in 63 BCE, and Palestine would remain under
Roman rule to the end of the Second Temple period—and beyond.

The People of Palestine at the Time of Jesus
During the lifetime of Jesus the population of Palestine was incredibly diverse.
Even among Jewish people there was no single, unified system of beliefs or
practices. Still, there were certain things that almost all Jewish people believed:
there is only one God, and this God had chosen them to be an elect and holy
people, distinct from all other peoples or nations on earth; also, God had made
a covenant with them and given them the Torah. Accordingly, they lived in ways
that set them apart from those who were not God’s people: they practiced
circumcision, kept the Sabbath, observed dietary restrictions, and committed
themselves to certain standards of morality (e.g., the Ten Commandments).
Box 2.1

Torah: the law of
Moses, as contained
in the Pentateuch.
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Basic New Testament Chronology
63 BCE

Pompey conquers Jerusalem for Rome

ca. 6–4 BCE

birth of Jesus

ca. 30–33 CE

crucifixion of Jesus

ca. 32–36 CE

Paul becomes a follower of Christ

ca. 46–65 CE

Paul’s missionary journeys and imprisonment (as recorded in Acts);
Paul’s letters written during this period

ca. 62–65 CE

martyrdom of Peter and Paul in Rome

ca. 65–73 CE

Gospel of Mark written

66 CE

outbreak of Jewish war with Rome

70 CE

destruction of the Jerusalem temple

73 CE

fall of Masada—definitive end of the Jewish war

ca. 80–100 CE

other New Testament books written: Matthew, Luke, John, Acts, and
“second-generation” letters by followers of the original apostles

The People of Palestine at the Time of Jesus
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